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Abstract. Mobile computing with hand-held devices such as personal digital assistants and mobile phones is becoming an alternative to classical wired computing. In such environments, a disconnection is a normal event and should not be considered as an interruption of service freezing the application. As surveyed in the literature, there is much work dealing with mobile information access that demonstrates that the laissez-faire approach (adaptation to mobility performed only by the application) and the transparent approach (adaptation performed solely by the middleware) are not adequate, thus leading to the collaboration strategy in which both the application and the middleware participate in the adaptation. In this paper, we describe our experience in developing an approach to specify the adaptation of distributed component-based applications and in designing a platform that adapts applications.
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1 Introduction

With the evolution of wireless communication, mobile computing with hand-held devices such as personal digital assistants and mobile phones is becoming an alternative to classical wired computing. In such environments, a disconnection is a normal event and should not be considered as an interruption of service freezing the application. We make the distinction between two kinds of disconnections: voluntary disconnections when the user decides to work on their own for saving battery or communication costs, or when radio transmissions are prohibited as aboard a plane; and involuntary disconnections due to physical wireless communication breakdowns such as in an uncovered area or when the user moves out of the reach of base stations. We also consider the case where the communication is still possible but not at an optimal level, resulting from intermittent communication, low-bandwidth, high-latency, or expensive networks. As a consequence, the mobile terminal may be strongly connected (connected to the Internet via a fast and reliable link), disconnected (no network connection to the Internet), or weakly connected (connected to the Internet via a slow link).

More and more, the distributed application's entities can spread over fixed terminals [14], or over fixed and mobile terminals [18]. In the first case, the
distributed entities present on the mobile terminals are very often lightweight entities such as client’s GUI which access data and computation servers installed in fixed hosts. In the second case, a mobile terminal can be a client for servers and can be a server for other hosts. This last case was less frequently studied in mobile environments because of the limited capacity of mobile terminals and because of the difficulty in implementing these applications with traditional object-oriented, database-oriented, or file-oriented design and programming paradigms.

In addition, as the development of distributed applications converges towards component-based applications designed with component-oriented middleware such as EJB, CCM and .Net, new opportunities appear to better address the application complexity by separating the functional and the extra-functional concerns.

In this paper, we present our experience in developing an approach to specify the adaptation of distributed component-based applications for the continuity of service during disconnection, and in designing a platform that adapts the application to resource availability variations for detecting and preparing disconnections.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the motivations and related work, and introduces the three types of adaptation that we used, namely static, dynamic and auto-adaptation. Before the detailed report on the experience, Section 3 overviews the solution to disconnection management. Next, Sections 4, 5 and 6 develop how the solution is built based on static, dynamic and auto-adaptation, respectively. Finally, Section 7 summarises the adaptation requirements elicited and presented during the paper, and concludes the paper.

2 Motivations and related work

The need to keep working while being disconnected raises the problem of data and code availability. Our approach aiming at solving this problem is to adapt distributed execution to the characteristics of mobile environments. According to [17], the adaptation to mobility can be performed by the application (laissez-faire strategy), by the middleware (transparent strategy), or by both the application and the middleware (collaboration strategy). As surveyed in [7], there is much work dealing with mobile information access which demonstrates that the laissez-faire and the transparent approaches are not adequate. We then let the end-user intervene during the development of the application (via the architect) and during the execution by expressing preferences. The first intervention is through the addition of use cases specific to disconnection management: for instance, the end-user wants to make the choice between a few full-fledged functionalities and many more but degraded ones, or wants to give priorities when it is possible to do things a better than usual. The second end-user’s intervention
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1 In this paper, the extra-functional concerns, when they are provided by a middleware, are called middleware services.
is during the execution. To this aim, contextual information such as the connectivity mode of the mobile terminal is displayed to the user. The reason for this display is that the end-user wants to somewhat change their behaviour during disconnections. Furthermore, as already mentioned, the end-user wants to make choices in terms of functionalities accessed during disconnections.

As stated in [3, 4], in addition to be prepared before the execution during application's development (static adaptation) or triggered by actors\(^2\) during the execution (dynamic adaptation), adaptation can also be automatically performed by the middleware that reacts to some changes in the context of the application during execution (auto-adaptation adaptation). This latter adaptation consists in transparent switching between the various configurations of the application specified in the static adaptation. These configuration changes are triggered and controlled by the middleware which auto-adapts according to the needs of the application and of the context. [2] analyses requirements of applications and the system to cope with dynamically changing execution environment. In our approach, the end-user is also involved in the process of eliciting the requirements for the auto-adaptation.

In addition, auto-adaptation is performed thanks to reflection [15]. The principle is to allow software part to introspect and adapt its own functioning according to the available resources. Reflection also leads to a better separation between functional and extra-functional concerns. Reflection is already used in middleware design to achieve reconfiguration and adaptation required by mobile computing [1, 5]. There are mainly two kinds of reflection. The behavioural reflection is concerned with the reification of computations and their behaviour: for example, the dispatching of requests and the addition of pre- or post-treatments. The structural reflection is concerned with the underlying structure of the application (object, component...): for example, the capability of representing the structures of components using meta-data. In our work, we intensively use reflection.

In component-oriented middleware such as CCM, EJB and .Net, the extra-functional concerns are limited in terms of their number and their type. Several approaches for the integration of extra-functional concerns have been proposed. The most used are Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [9] and the component/container paradigm [19]. In the first approach, the code implementing the extra-functional concern (called aspect) is developed independently and weaved throughout the implementation of the functional concerns. In the second approach, the component only contains functional concerns (the business logic) and the container provides the execution environment. Extra-functional concerns are handled and enforced by the container, using standardised frameworks and techniques such as code generation. Many works have been carried out in the integration of extra-functional concerns into containers. In that area of interest, the most studied extra-functional concerns are persistency, transactional support, security, and distribution. [13] integrates the management of the quality of service into EJB containers, [16] integrates transactional policies into CCM
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\(^2\) Systems or end-users external to the application.
containers, and [8] proposes a reflective transaction service management which uses behavioural and structural reflection to allow new transaction services to be installed and used according to the needs of the application. However, the subject of our study, disconnection management, is rarely considered in component-oriented middleware.

3 Overview of the solution to disconnection management

The principal of our solution is to cache the server entity of the remote host on the mobile terminal and use it during disconnection according to the concept of disconnected operation [10]. For that very reason, a local proxy of the remote component, called a disconnected component, achieves the same functionalities as the component in the remote server, but specifically built to cope with disconnection and weak connectivity. The solution is then twofold. Firstly, the distributed application must be built in such a way that it specifies the behaviour while being disconnected. This is accomplished by using some meta-data to specify application’s components and functionalities; which components or functionalities can be cached? And which ones must be present in the mobile terminal for the disconnected mode? Secondly, the adaptation during execution must choose the policies specified at the software architecture’s design time according to the execution context and the decisions of the end-users. To this aim, we organise the architecture of containers so that they orchestrate the middleware services specifically designed for detecting disconnection events and for caching components according to the application’s profile, which can be dynamically overloaded by the end-users.

4 Static adaptation

We have introduced a meta-model for designing applications that deal with disconnections. This meta-model is based on meta-data that define an application profile. The disconnectability meta-data indicate whether a component residing on a remote server can have a proxy component on the mobile terminal (the disconnected component). If this is the case, the original component is said to be disconnectable. Software architects set the disconnectability meta-data since they have the best knowledge of the application semantics. Furthermore, disconnectability implies design constraints that the developers must respect. Next, the necessity meta-data indicate whether a disconnected component must be present on the user terminal. Clearly, the necessity applies only on disconnectable components. The necessity is specified both by application’s developers and end-users. The former stake-holders provide a first classification in developer-necessary and developer-unnecessary components, and the latter stake-holders can overload a developer-unnecessary component to be user-necessary at runtime. Finally, the priority meta-data indicate the priority between components.

However, end-users are only aware of application functionalities and unaware of components which are used to perform these functionalities. Thus, we define
a service as a set of components that interact with each others to achieve a functionality. The application as a whole may be regarded as a set of services which are accessed by users through a GUI. Thus, we define two types of interactions: intra-service (between components in the same service) and inter-services (between services). However, the local use of a service during a disconnection may require the presence of others services in the cache. Solving this issue leads to the determination and the computation of dependencies between services [11]. These dependencies are presented within a directed graph where nodes denote services and edges denote the "use" dependency which is annotated with the necessity meta-data. In addition, service availability in disconnected mode implies the presence of some components which are used for achieving this service. Thus, by analogy, component dependencies are also drawn within the dependency graph where nodes denote components and edges denote dependencies between components.

The development process is based on the “Facade” design pattern [6] and the “4+1” view model [12]. The “Facade” design pattern allows to simplify the access to a set of related components by providing a single entry point, thus, reducing the number of components presented to end-users. The “4+1” view model makes possible the organisation of the software architecture in multiple concurrent views (use cases, logical, process, development, and physical). Each one addresses the concerns of some of the various stakeholders of the distributed application. In addition, it helps in separating the functional and extra-functional concerns.

5 Dynamic adaptation

The use of the “Facade” design pattern during application development reduces the number of components presented to the GUI, thus simplifying the design of the GUI. During execution, the GUI can present to the end-user the list of services offered by the application and their corresponding meta-data (disconnectability, necessity, and priority). The end-user uses this list to overload the necessity of some unnecessary services at it suits. These overloads lead to a propagation of the meta-data intra- and inter-services. More details about necessity propagation are given in [11]. The role of the initial application profile is the identification of the minimum set of services (and thus components) that must be cached at launching time. In fact, the middleware refuses to start the adaptation on the mobile terminal if there is not enough memory space in the cache for these components. In consequence, a change in the necessity at runtime provokes a dynamic management of the content of the cache. Two important issues exist in managing the cache. The two mechanisms of the cache management, deployment and replacement, take into account these meta-data and use reflection to dynamically introspect components and modify their meta-data. This is where structural reflection is used in the dynamic adaptation. Therefore, the deployment mechanism load new components when the end-user tags a service as user-necessary, and the replacement mechanism uses the priority of
user-necessary and unnecessary services when there is not enough memory size, evicting firstly less-priority unnecessary components.

6 Auto-adaptation

In our approach, the auto-adaptation is performed using a specific container architecture and the application transparently benefits from the middleware services provided by the platform.

In the component/container paradigm, the communication between the container and the component is done through interfaces: Internal interfaces used by the component developer and provided by the container to assist in the implementation of the component’s behaviour; call-back interfaces used by the container and implemented by the component, either through generated code or directly, so that the component can be deployed into the container. The communication infrastructure between components is controlled by the container through entities called controller. In most of the component models, the container offers at least two controllers. The first one acts as a pre-request interceptor intercepting all incoming requests and the other one acts as a post-request interceptor intercepting all outgoing requests. For disconnection management, we add five controllers in the container: A local connectivity detector to detect disconnections, an access to the cache management service, an access to the logging service, and an access to the reconciliation management service. Each controller is related to a middleware service.

Each component is executed within the container. In this container, all the incoming (resp. outgoing) requests of the component are intercepted by the pre-request (resp. post-request) interceptor which interacts with the other controllers for the disconnection management. This is where behavioural reflection is used.

7 Conclusion

In summary, the paper reported an experience in using adaptation in mobile computing for dealing with disconnection management. Table 1 summarises the adaptation requirements elicited and presented during the paper. The table has three dimensions: the type of reflection (structural vs. behavioural), the type of adaptation (static vs. dynamic vs. auto-adaptation), and the different requirements’ stake-holders (gathered into three groups: architect, developer, and middleware for itself).

Our position is to claim that before being adapted during execution, an application must be modelled and its variation points clearly defined in the software architecture. This is particularly of utmost importance for extra-functionalities that require a collaboration strategy such as disconnection management for which the different stake-holders (from the architect to the end-user) intervene by giving preferences. The modelling leads to an application’s profile that is used as an input and modified in a controlled manner by the middleware and by the end-user during execution.
To conclude, we outline to open issues. Currently, the designs of the disconnectable components for the remote host and their corresponding disconnected counterparts for the mobile terminal are completely distinct. How can it be envisioned that the design of the latter components is just a specialisation, a parameterisation... of the former ones? Could we use aspect weaving at design time for this? Dealing with this issue is necessary before foreseeing the possibility to adapt component-based legacy applications to extra-functionalities that require a collaboration strategy. In addition, a practical limitation of the current platform is that full-fledged containers — i.e., composed of all the possible extra-functional properties— are very big to be loaded and deployed on the mobile terminal. How can we dynamically add extra-functional “aspects” at runtime?
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